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A new generation of LED lighting is here. 
Introducing inspeXtor® Power over Ethernet 
(PoE) Lighting System.

inspeXtor® has over a decade of experience designing 
and manufacturing energy efficient lighting and is 
one of the pioneers of PoE Lighting.  Our high quality 
products, patented technology, and experience make 
inspeXtor a proven leader in the Power over Ethernet 
Lighting Industry.

inspeXtor® develops state-of-the-art solutions that 
merge LED lighting with standards-based Ethernet 
switches directed by software. inspeXtor network 
delivers a scalable, secure, and flexible system to 
support innovation in new applications of lighting.
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InSPEXtor® SoLutIonS
The inspeXtor system gives clients the ultimate control over their 
space, saving up to 30% on installation costs and reducing total 
cost of ownership when compared to traditional LED Lighting 

system. The system is highly scalable and can integrate with most 
building management systems to allow for a more comprehensive 
overview of their facility.  The inspeXtor platform is the future of 

the digital building and PoE Lighting.

The inspeXtor Platform has a multitude of functions and reporting 
attributes that make it first in its class: 

Challenge inspeXtor® Solutions

Room by room facility utilization unknown
Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Detailed 
Reporting on Space Utilization - Area by 
area, room by room, hall by hall

High Energy Consumption leading to Over-
Spending and Unnecessary Environmental 
Harm

Reduce Costs through Vacancy/Occupancy 
Sensors and Daylight Harvesting Controls

Not scalable – New technology expensive to 
implement

Adapts to Any IoT Technology Quickly and 
Inexpensively by utilizing category cable and 
data

Security of System inspeXtor® offers Advanced Security Proto-
cols and has been Third-Party Tested

50% of employees say lighting is a significant 
issue in their work environment

Customized Lighting settings based on Time 
of Day and/or Personalized Preferences 
- adjust an entire floor, room, or a single 
luminaires

Work space and hot desking management
Luminaires and sensors can be repositioned 
on the network and inspextor readdresses 
new locations
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SyStEm ovErvIEw
Upgradable with new technologies

PoE inspeXtor® - Offers VMs or rack-mounted servers which provide the software to 
fully control system in conjunction with technical building control with API.
 
PoE Switch – Cisco PoE Switches that power the inspeXtor platform offers significant 
flexibility in how a system is configured.

Advanced Sensor – Our PIR Sensor can detect temperature, occupancy, and sunlight 
for daylight harvesting. Additional sensors can be used for such metrics as humidity 
and CO detection.

node/Driver Box - Ability to hold all hardware components, allowing flexibility in 
fixture usage and configuration.

PoE Splitter Box - Our One Input to Four Output PoE Splitter permits for multiple 
fixtures to be powered by an individual port, maximizing output on the PoE switch.

wall Switch – Our system allows for total control of any light on the network while 
only needing to be connected to the nearest fixture.
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fEAturES

Easily create, edit and deploy policies to the system. This is where the ease of configuration is going 
to put the power of savings right at your fingertips. Set policies that will turn off lights when there is 
no motion, turn lights off after a specific hour, set dimming and a host of other ways to make sure 
you’re your lighting is optimized to meet the needs of your occupants while saving your money through 
efficiency.

Get real-time notifications of changes to your facility. Create alerts for such things as energy consumption 
limits, occupancy and changes in temperature. Take advantage of motion sensors in sensitive areas 
along with policies and alerts to get notified of motion in areas where you are not expecting any.

SEt & CrEAtE PoLICIES

SEt ALErtS
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Our dashboard provides a real-time overview of your facility at a glance. Whether is power, temperature 
or occupancy, further filtering can be done to show by hour, by day, by week or by month. Further 
filtering can show any of afore mentioned data by area, room, floor or building based on the way you 
define clusters.

rEAL tImE monItorIng

Power - Monitoring your kW consumption will allow you to create policies to further enhance savings.  
Actions such as occupancy and vacancy policies as well as daylight harvesting will achieve this goal. 

temperature Sensors allow you to see status of a room, floor or specific areas – especially of great 
benefit in places like data centers or other sensitive areas

occupancy sensors can show the times of day that areas have occupants in them. Smart sensors can 
be added to do people and asset tracking
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fEAturES

inspeXtor makes it easy for a facility to incorporate healthy circadian rhythm lighting.  Our system allows 
for automatic color tuning throughout the day to maximize productivity, alertness and overall health

CIrCADIAn rhythm

Upload and populate floor plans for even 
easier navigation. Use the selector to 
place lights, sensors and scene controllers 
on a reflected ceiling plan to allow easier 
navigation to the lighting layouts and 
controls. A simple right click of the mouse 
and you can control the individual light right 
from the floor plan view. Select a scene 
controller and control the entire room from 
a touch of a button.

DynAmIC fLoor PLAn
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Integrated blind control allows for simple 
management of blinds throughout a facility. 
Combine the power of policies and even 
triggers sent by alerts to raise and lower 
shades based on other input from sensors 
or feeds from others systems. 

IntEgrAtED BInD ControL

SuPPort & mAIntEnAnCE

Easy to navigate support and maintenance sections to get support quiclkly
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BEnEfItS of PoE

Total control means greater flexibility 
and savings!

time and Cost Savings - Reduces the time 
and expense of having electrical power cabling 
installed. Network cables do not require a 
qualified electrician to fit them and can be 
located anywhere.

flexibility - Without being tethered to an 
electrical outlet, devices such as IP cameras and 
wireless access points can be located wherever 
they are needed most and repositioned easily if 
required.

Safety - PoE delivery is intelligent and designed 
to protect network equipment from overload, 
underpowering, or incorrect installation.

reliability - PoE power comes from a central 
and universally compatible source rather than a 
collection of distributed wall adapters.  It can be 
backed-up by an uninterruptible power supply, or 
controlled to easily disable or reset devices.

Scalability - Having power available on the 
network means that installation and distribution 
of network connections is simple and effective.

Building management and Control System 
- Use of PoE will ease the way to participating 
in utility demand response (DR) programs 
while enhancing energy use and management 
in buildings of all types, from “smart” homes, 
residential and commercial buildings to smart 
university and corporate campuses.

With PoE the locations of IP cameras, phones, and 
luminairs, wire repositiond and the inspextor protols
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Daylight Harvesting is the process of using daylight 
instead of artificial light to illuminate a space. This 
is accomplished through sensors and dimming 
technology. Instructed by inspeXtor®, the system 
gradually lowers the artificial light to allow daylight 
to be the main source, all the while maintaining 
balanced light levels throughout the space. This 
process will save money on your electric bill and 
lower your carbon footprint.

DAyLIght hArvEStIng

Plug-N-Play Technology is a term that has never 
been more correct than when applied to a Power 
over Ethernet installation. You literally plug one end 
into the network switch and the other into the light 
fixture. Installing a new lighting system is now safer, 
easier, and more affordable than it has ever been.

PLug AnD PLAy InStALLAtIon

Demand Response is a technology-enabled 
economic rationing system that pays companies to 
voluntarily lower their usage during a high Electricity 
Demand Event. One example is during a heat 
wave when a utility is trying to meet the demands 
of everyone. Utilities pay incentives to those who 
participate, and historically, companies would use 
people and switches to curb their usage. Today with 
inspeXtor, all it takes is the touch of a button to dim 
the lights to the pre-set level, and the sensors can 
relay information to the main BMS which will allow it 
to adjust accordingly.

DEmAnD rESPonSE

White Temperature Tuning Technology is the 
ability to change the Kelvin Temperature from a 
warm 2700K to a cool 5700K. inspeXtor can do this 
seamlessly through the creation of Scenes as per 
one’s specifications. The uses vary from behavioral 
control in schools, matching matte finishes and 
support the human circadian system. The color 
of light can have quite an effect on people and 
mood. Using it in the correct manner can create the 
perfect work environment, increase productivity, and 
manage behavior in ways that have never been done 
before.

whItE tEmPErAturE tunIng tEChnoLogy
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Ethernet cabling solutions provide the infrastructure for 
networks of all shapes and sizes with support for any type 
of Power over Ethernet (PoE, PoE+ or PoE++). A single 
Ethernet cable delivers both power and data to network 
connected devices for the ultimate in efficient installation 
and management. Heat rise from PoE is a non-issue 
with ethernet cables and connectors which have been 
engineered to manage even the highest levels of PoE-
induced heat without impacting cable performance.

Beyond the cabling and connectivity, lighting installations 
also require a physical infrastruscture that varies based on 
the architecture being used. PoE switches can be located 
in a nearby telecommunications room, in the ceiling near 
the lights, or a hybrid of the two architectures can be used.

CABLIng SyStEm
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SmArt BuILDIng
A Smart Building uses advanced technology to automate the 
operations of that facility. For example, sensors can detect 
occupancy and automatically adjust the temperature, lighting, 
and blinds accordingly to a pre-determined policy.

The automation that comes from integrating all of the building’s 
systems makes management of the facility far more effective and 
efficient. Some of the many systems that can be incorporated 
include; security, temperature, lighting, heating and cooling, 
blinds and keycards.

In addition, advanced reporting gives managers insight into 
space utilization and peak occupancy over the course of a day, 
week, month, or year. The inspeXtor® system can communicate 
and control virtually any system in the building that offers an 
open API.

As technology improves and more systems begin to 
communicate with each other, the need to have better control 
over these systems becomes increasingly more critical. One of 
the advantages of the inspeXtor system is that it allows the end-
user to integrate all of the various systems that make up thier 
Smart Building into one easy- to-use system.
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SuCCESSfuL InStALLAtIonS
MHT Lighting has extensive installation experience in a number of different 
applications.  These include Class A office space, high end residential apartments 
and condominiums, hospitality and the medical industry, to name a few.  Below 
are a handful of the many projects we have successfully deployed: 

RESIDENTIAL 
Ocean Gate, Long Branch, NJ
An out of the ground development of 170 apartments complete with a 
clubhouse and pool area, we will be providing a full PoE solution in this 
development which will be fully intelligent with each apartment having 
the ability to be controlled remotely by its owner.

RESIDENTIAL / COMMERICAL
The Lofts at Pier Village, Long Branch, NJ
A new luxury development of 245 Apartments and retail units on 
the beachfront of long branch. MHT has provided a blended lighting 
solution mix of PoE and Line voltage lighting for the complete 
development along with the new boardwalk and accessory buildings. 
This hybrid solution suits both the developer and residents lighting 
needs.

HEALTHCARE
The Wheaton at Millville, Millville, NJ 
This 90 unit assisted living facility encompasses all that a PoE system 
can provide. This application utilizes our intelligent lighting to duplicate 
the circadian rhythm. Sensors have also been installed in every unit to 
monitor movement, CO2 and heat. This data provides the owner with a 
building that not only caters to their clients’ needs, but also allows them 
to manage both on site and remotely a fully intelligent system that goes 
way beyond what a traditional lighting system can provide.

MIXED USE
30 Broad Street, Portchester, NY  
This project is a mixed-use building located in Port Chester, New York. 
It will consist of a 2-story brewery, three floors of office space, and 
three floors of residential space. This building will be utilizing a full PoE 
lighting system customized per area to reflect residential, office and 
restaurant needs.

MUNICIpAL
ny Police Department headquarters – one Police Plaza
MHT Lighting’s inspeXtor® platform and fixtures were deployed at the 
NY Police Department Headquarters located at One Police Plaza.
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ComPonEntS

the inspeXtor® system can chart kW consumption, energy savings and 
ambient temperature. the inspeXtor generates timeline function which 

delivers users the event schedules at a glance.

Easily adapt new lighting policies with the push of a button. 

Revolutionary low voltage, emergency back-up recharging system.

Power and Communication can now be delivered across a single standard network. 
Light fixtures will produce controllable light across the white spectrum and be 

fully dimmable from 1% to 100%. Ambient light sensors can also enable daylight 
harvesting and adjust the LED lighting to maintain constant lighting when sunlight 
is absent. Each fixture can collect valuable information on lighting, energy usage, 

temperature, humidity, and anonymous room-occupancy data which it then 
communicates back to a controller.
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USA, 1961 Richmond Terrace, Staten Island, NY 10302
Tel:  718.524.4370
www.mhtlighting.com

inspeXTor® LeD poe sysTem
®MHTi inspeXtor

The inspeXtor® PoE system allows users To control thousands of MHTi and third party 
fixtures LED fixtures across it’s MHTi™. Based communication network.

Our POE lighting system provide the advantage of  time and cost savings during Installation, 
reduced risk of electrical fires creating a safer living environment, diagnostics of the PoE 
network and connected PoE equipment.

Provides daylight darvestingcapabilities and monitoring of kW consumption, occupancy 
and ambient temperature throughout the building.

Timeline function easily provides reporting on past and present events, while listing 
future scheduled events

Easily and quickly adjust lighting policies

Delivers real-time alerts based on pre-determined parameters

projecT: 

parT number:
inspeXtor®

appLicaTions:
inspeXtor®  
POESYSTEM

inspeXtor®, Server

FeaTures

speciFicaTions

Hardware vendor - superMicro

Rack mounted unit

Intel Atom Processor C2550

8GB memory, 1TB HDD

Power supply - 200W, 100-240V, 50-60Hz, 3-15A Amp Max

Dimensions - 1.7”H x 17.2”W x 9.8”D

Gross Weight - 12lbs

See manufacturers data sheets at;
         https://www.supermicro.com/products/system/1U/5018/SYS-5018A-MLTN4.cfm
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dimensions

The inspeXtor platform is a PoE Lighting Management System providing building automation 
and data collection. PoE systems are safe and effcient low voltage platform

FeATURes

Project Type Notes
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mHTi-Ws-100

•	 Allows Manual Control of Fixtures on a MHTi Based communication network
•	 Ability to control fixtures throughout the network via patented tagging System
•	 Designed for installation Via Cat6 cable to the closest node
•	 Controllable functions Include: On, Off, Up, Down, with three scene buttons available*
•	 Designed for easy installation into standard gang boxes
•	 Comes in 4 or 7 button configurations

GeneRAl inFoRmATion
Applications Commercial, Hospitals and Health Care, Residential, Education & 

Industrial

Warranty 5 Year Limited Warranty (Covers Standard Components)

Finish White Powder Coating

Certifications

PRodUCT dATA
Power Consumption 0.1W 

Operating Tempeture 0°C to 50°C

Input Voltage 14 Vdc

Dimensions 4.04” (L) X 
1.73” (W) X 
1.10” (D)

Max wire length wall switch to node 35 feet

Response Time 0.1 Sec

Connection Type R45

Data Rate 150 byte/sec

oRdeRinG inFo:  
sample Code - MHTi- WS-100-4B-W

Series Size Color

 WS-100 W

 WS-100 4B W - White

7B

* 7 button version only
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DIMENSIONS

The inspeXtor platform is a PoE Lighting Management System providing building automation 
and data collection. PoE systems are safe and effcient low voltage platform

FEATURES

Project Type Notes
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MHTi-OC-100

•	 Designed for installation Inside the bottom of a light fiixture body or the ceiling
•	 Suitable mounting Height of 8-10FT with a 10ft diameter coverage area 
•	 Daylight harvesting, motion, and occupancy
•	 Sensor adjustments via MHTi inspeXtor

GENERAL INFORMATION
Applications Commercial, Hospitals and Health Care, Residential, Education & 

Industrial

Warranty 5 Year limited warranty (Covers Standard Components)

Finish White powder coating

Construction UV & Shock resistance 5VA material

Certifications

PRODUCT DATA
Power Consumption < 0.5W

Operating Tempeture  -25 °C to +50 °C 

Supply Voltage 24 V DC

Dimensions 1.8 x 1.1 in 

Cable Length 9.8 ft

Motion Detection Modes Full automatic / Impulse

Mounting Height 8-10FT

Time Delay Adjustment 5 Secs to 15 Mins

Connection Type R45

ORDERING INFO:  Sample Code - MHTi-OC-100

Series

OC-100

OC-100

  
 

 

 

1 inch / 25mm

1.8 inch / 45mm

1.1 inch / 28m
m
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DIMENSIONS

The inspeXtor platform is a PoE Lighting Management System providing building automation 
and data collection. PoE systems are safe and effcient low voltage platform

FEATURES

Project Type Notes
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MHTi-NODE

•	 Fixture Agnostic up to 72 Watts - Internal or Optional Remote Mount
•	 Engineered to Respond to the MHTi - Peripheral Communication Network
•	 RS485 Protocol
•	 0-10V External Driver Control*
•	 0-24V Input*
•	 Automatic Network Discovery
•	 Ultra High Electrical Conversion Effciency of 98%
•	 Supports Optional MHTi Battery Backup
•	 Features a Dimming Range of 1% to 100%

GENERAL INFORMATION
Applications Commercial, Hospitals and Health Care, Residential, Education & 

Industrial

Warranty 5 Year Limited Warranty (Covers Standard Components)

Finish White Powder Coating

Construction Sheet Metal

Certifications

PRODUCT DATA
Power Consumption 0.5 Watts

Operating Tempeture 0°C to 50°C

Input Voltage 50-56 Vdc

Supply Voltage 24-56 Vdc

Max Output Current 2 Amps

Dimming Transition Time 1 to 25 Seconds

Dimensions 7.3 x 2.75 x 0.84 
inches

Max Wire Length Node to Luminaire 35 feet

Max wire length switch to node 330 feet

Response Time 0.1 Sec

Connection Type RJ45

Data Rate 4 Kbit/Sec

Protocol CoAP

ORDERING INFO:  Sample Code - MHTi-NODE-R-60-W

Series Type Output Color

MHTi-NODE W

MHTi-NODE (Blank) - Internal 60 - 60W W - White

R - Remote 90 - 90W

* 90W Only

威士徕光源 深圳 有限公司
ADD : 深圳市龙岗区平湖街道鹅公岭倍光工业区第七栋

TEL : 0755-84012312  84012001

FAX : 0755-84012313 

MHT-02

LIN 电源盒2019.05.07

镀锌板

0.6mm

白色

威士徕光源 深圳 有限公司
ADD : 深圳市龙岗区平湖街道鹅公岭倍光工业区第七栋

TEL : 0755-84012312  84012001

FAX : 0755-84012313 

MHT-02

LIN 电源盒2019.05.07

镀锌板

0.6mm

白色
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DIMENSIONS

The inspeXtor platform is a PoE Lighting Management System providing building automation 
and data collection. PoE systems are safe and effcient low voltage platform

FEATURES

Project Type Notes
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MHTi-SPLT-1X4

•	 Stamped Steel Housing
•	 One RJ45 Input to Four RJ45 Output Splitter
•	 No External Power Source Required
•	 Two Mounting Tabs for Surface Mounting
•	 Overall Dimensions: 

GENERAL INFORMATION
Applications Commercial, Hospitals and Health Care, Residential, Education & 

Industrial

Warranty 5 Year Limited Warranty (Covers Standard Components)

Finish Stamped Steel Housing 

Construction Sheet Metal

Certifications

PRODUCT DATA
Operating Tempeture 0°C to 50°C

Dimenions 4.05” (L) X 1.93” 
(W) X 1.43” (H)

Max Output Ports 4

Max wire length node to splitter 35 feet

Connection Type RJ45

ORDERING INFO:  
Sample Code - MHTi-SPLT-1X4

Series Size

MHTi-SPLT 1x4

MHTi-SPLT 1x4



The Future of Lighting is Here!
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1961 Richmond Terrace
Staten Island, 

NY 10302
United States

+1 718 524 4370

IrELAnD 

Unit G7, 
Riverview Business Park, 
Nangor Road, Dublin 12

Ireland
+353 1 4508851

www.mhtlighting.com

uK

Unit K3, Temple Court, 
Knights Park, Knight Road, 

Strood, Kent, ME2 2LT, 
United Kingdom.

 +44 1634 290300 


